Abstract-Intangible cultural heritage is an important symbol to recognition different ethnics. In order to enhance the copyright protection and authentication of intangible cultural heritage, this paper presents a novel way to process the carried image that Li brocade. Firstly, Li brocade image was decomposed into a new image that has four different components of low frequency, horizontal, vertical and diagonal image features though DWT transformation, then the low frequency component was processed by the whole DCT transform to eliminate coefficient correlation for obtaining an image, which was well suitable for the human visual system. Secondly, employing the bit operation of Hash function (OR), between the encrypted watermarking and visual feature vector, to realize the watermarking embedding and protect some information. Finally, the watermarking image is extracted by blind watermarking algorithm. The simulation results show this method not only has ultra-robustness and imperceptivity, but also can resist greater geometrical attack than others, thus, it has better application value in protecting the copyright of Intangible Cultural Heritage.
INTRODUCTION
Intangible cultural heritage is a form to express the national culture, and an important symbol to recognition different ethnics [1] . Currently, its styles are declining, and the skills are facing dangerous, thus it is difficult to inheritance the ethnic culture.
Hainan Li brocade culture is a part of intangible cultural heritage, it is very precious for Li people, because the people don't have text, and textile activity has become the main way to record their lives, therefore, the Li brocade has become intangible cultural heritage for them [2] .
Digital watermarking is one of the key methods in protecting information security. It can embed private information into the media data without affecting the original data in order to achieve the copyright certification and to meet robustness and invisibility [3] [4] . In addition, it also has high security that a person who is an unauthorized client can't detect the presence of the watermarking. Therefore digital watermarking is needed.
This paper takes the Li brocade image as an example to study intangible cultural heritage protection adopting blind watermarking algorithm. The experiments show that the algorithm has strong ability in resisting common attacks and geometric attacks.
II. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEORY

A. The Discrete Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform, is a new signal analysis theory and a "time-frequency" method. The basic idea is to decompose the sign () ft based on wavelet function, 
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Where, the basic wavelet is  , a and b are the dilation factor and the translation factor, respectively. The decomposing equation of Mallat algorithm is defined as follows: The reconstruction equation of the Mallat algorithm is given by:
The original Li brocade image can be decomposed into four sub-bands called three high frequency detail sub-bands, including LH1、HL1、HH1、and a low frequency subband LL1. The marginal information of original image exists in high frequency detail sub-bands. However, the external interference can affect it. In addition, the low frequency sub-band not only includes the image's basic information, but also it can against some attacks [5] [6] . Therefore, the watermarking, which is embedded in low frequency sub-band, can provide better robustness than others.
B. The Discrete Cosine Transform
DCT transform is compatible with international data compression standard and is used by over the world. It is well known for the best balance between operation speed and high precision of extracting the feature vector [7] [8] . The M×N Li brocade image's DCT transform is defined by:
Where x, y is sampled value in the spatial domain sampling and u, v is the one in frequency domain. Usually digital image is expressed by pixels square, namely M=N.
III. THE ALGORITHM
The significant binary image is described as
. At the same time, we select a gray image as the original Li brocade image. It is described as
. To facilitate the operation, we assume M1=M2=M, N1=N2= N.
A. A algorithm to obtain the feature vector of Li brocade image
Firstly, DWT is applied to the original Li brocade image to obtain the approximated sub-band LL1. Then, DCT of the whole LL1 is computed and the DCT coefficient matrix is acquired. We choose 10 low-frequency DWT-DCT coefficients (F (1, 1), F (1, 2), F (1, 10)) to constitute the feature vector, which is shown in the following Table 1 . Where "1" represents a positive or zero coefficients, and "0" represents a negative coefficient, then to obtain the sign sequence of low-frequency coefficients. It can be seen that the sign sequence is unchanged after attacking, and the normalized cross-correlation (NC) is equal to 1.00, as shown in the column "NC". The unit of transform coefficients is 1.0e+004 *
B. Watermarking encryption algorithm
In this experiment, we take 64×64 binary image W as watermark image, and 289× 289 gray image of Li brocade as carrier. The method to embed watermarking is showed as the following:
 Step1: Generate the chaotic sequences. The chaotic sequences X (j) were generated by the initial values x0. But it is one-dimension sequence. In order to match the two-dimension watermarking image, we need get twodimensional matrix through liter-dimension operation. Finally, the binary encrypted
, can be achieved as the chaotic sequences () Xj by symbolic computation. Where the value of () Xj is more than 0.5, we noted as "1"; or we noted as "0".  Step2: Acquire the encrypted watermarking image.
We can generate the encrypted watermarking image as follows:
Where, ( , ) BW i j denotes the encryption watermarking image, ( , ) W i j denotes the binary watermarking image, ( , ) C i j denotes the binary encrypted matrix. The initial value, x0, is regard as the private key. Even if the algorithm is public, the original watermarking image cannot be recovered without the private key [9] - [11] .
C. Watermarking embedding algorithm
 Step1: Acquire a robust feature vector of the original Li brocade image using DWT-DCT. Firstly, DWT is used to decompose the original Li brocade image ( , ) F i j , to get approximated subband coefficient matrix ( , ) FA i j . Then, DCT of the whole approximated sub-band, we can get the DWT-DCT coefficients matrix ( , ) FD i j . Then, after arranging the DWT-DCT coefficients from low to high frequency, the low-frequency sequence () Yj can be acquired. Finally, the feature vector () Vj can be obtained as a sign sequence of the top L values in the low-frequency sequence by symbolic computation. In this paper, we set L=32bits. The process can be described as follows: 
D. Watermarking extracting algorithm.
 Step1: Acquire the feature vector of the tested image. This process of acquiring the feature vector of the tested image is same to step1 of the watermarking embedding process. The watermarking image '( , ) BW i j can be extracted as follows:
The Normalized Cross-correlation (NC) is used for measuring the quantitative similarity between the extracted and embedded watermarking, which is defined as:
Where W denotes the embedded original watermarking and W' denotes the extracted original watermarking [14] .
The higher the NC value, the more similarity there is between the embedded and extracted original watermarking.
The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used for measuring the distortion of the watermarked image, which is defined as:
Where ( , ) I i j , '( , ) I i j denote the pixel gray values of the coordinates ( , ) ij in the original image and the watermarked image, respectively; M, N represent the image row and column numbers of pixels, respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we carried out the simulation in Matlab2010a platform. We choose a significant binary image as the original watermarking image and select a gray image regard as the original Li brocade image. Fig .1(b) It can be seen visually from Fig .1 that the quality of the Li brocade image embedded has hardly any change.
The quality of extracted watermarking is of high-quality with no difference with the original in normal case (no attacking on watermarking).
The followings are several types of common and geometrical attacks to test the robustness of the algorithm.
A. Common attacks 1) Gaussian noise
In the watermarked image, Gaussian noise is added by the impose function with different noise intensity. The Li brocade image under the attack of Gaussian noise (4%) with PSNR=14.99dB is shown in Fig .2(a) . As shown in Fig .2(b) , the watermarking image can be extracted with NC=0.98. The results prove that our proposed algorithm has strong robustness against noise attacks.
2) Median filter
After using [3x3] median filer and repeating the process twice, the edge of encrypted Li brocade image is a little fuzzy, and the PSNR value is equal to 31.88dB which is shown in Fig .3(a) . As shown in Fig .3(b) , the watermarking image can be extracted and NC=1. The results show that the watermarking algorithm has strong robustness against median filter. Fig .4(a) shows the Li brocade image is down by scaling and the scaling factor is 4, the PSNR after attacking Li brocade image is 18.92dB. Fig .4(b) shows that the watermarking can be extracted and NC=0.95. The results show that the watermarking algorithm has strong robustness against scaling attacks.
B. Geometrical attacks 1) Scaling attacks
2) Translation attacks
In this experiment, we make the watermarked image horizontal translation and the distance is 30pixeis. Fig .5(a) and 5(b) show that the PSNR=20.36 and NC=0.93 respectively. The results show that the watermarking algorithm has strong robustness against translation attacks.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper uses digital watermarking technology to enhance copyright protection of Hainan Li brocade image for promoting the inheritance for intangible cultural heritage, Experiments show that its robustness resulted from digital watermarking technology is better than DWT or DCT algorithm alone after applying the same attacks, it is more fast and simple than others. In addition, it can be used to improve the PSNR and is enable to blind extraction. 
